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21. INTRODUCTION
The reason why the social contract is so different in two otherwise comparable
societies like the United States and continental Western European countries (“Eu-
rope”in short) represents a challenging questionwhich hasmotivated a large body of
research.1 Such difference in the political support for redistribution appears to reflect
a difference in the beliefs which a society holds about the underlying determinants
of individual wealth, rather than a substantial difference in the fundamentals of the
two economies. As stated by Alesina and Angeletos (2005): “Americans believe that
poverty is due to bad choices or lack of effort; Europeans instead view poverty as
a trap from which it is hard to escape. Americans perceive wealth and success as
the outcome of individual talent, effort, and entrepreneurship; Europeans instead
attribute a larger role to luck, corruption, and connections”(Alesina and Angeletos
(2005)).2
The theoretical contributions of Piketty (1995), Alesina and Angeletos (2005) and
Benabou and Tirole (2006) have focused on the link between beliefs and political
outcome and have interpreted the empirical evidence through models with multi-
ple politico-economic equilibria. The three cited models extend the standard frame-
work of Meltzer and Richard (1981): agents vote for redistribution first, once that
the winning level of redistribution is announced they choose the amount of effort
to implement; in the individual choice of the ideal level of redistribution the gains
from redistribution are traded off the moral hazard effect of redistribution, namely
the fact that the higher is the level of redistribution and the lower is individual effort
1Pre-tax inequality is higher in the United States than in Europe, nevertheless Europe is characterized
by more extensive redistributive policies than the United States. Alesina and Angeletos (2005) report
that while the Gini coefficient in the pre-tax income distribution in the United States is 38.5 against
29.1 in Europe, the income tax structure is more progressive in Europe, the overall size of government
is about 50 per cent larger in Europe than in the United States (about 30 versus about 45 per cent of
GDP) and the largest difference is represented by transfers and other social benefits, where Europeans
spend about twice as much as Americans. More extensive and detailed evidence can be found in
Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2001) and Alesina and Glaeser (2004).
2“The data from the World Values Survey reported by Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2001) and
Keely (2002) show that only 29 percent of Americans believe that the poor are trapped in poverty and
only 30 percent that luck, rather than effort or education, determines income. Conversely, the data for
Europe are 60 percent and 54 percent, respectively. Ladd and Bowman (1998) show that in a similar
way 60 percent of Americans versus 26 percent of Europeans are likely to think that the poor “are
lazy or lack willpower”and that 59 percent of Americans versus 34 percent of Europeans are likely to
think that “in the long run, hard work usually brings a better life”.”(Benabou and Tirole (2006)). The
observed correlation between the social beliefs and the actual levels of redistribution is not limited to
a comparison of the United States and Europe. See Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote (2001) about the
fact that the same correlation can be observed at the cross-country level.
3and therefore the lower is the amount of output which is redistributed. Piketty (1995)
enriches the standard framework introducing imperfect information and learning.3
Both Alesina and Angeletos (2005) and Benabou and Tirole (2006) model agents
whose preferences are not the standard preferences of Meltzer and Richard (1981)
and which present psychological biases. Alesina and Angeletos (2005) model agents
who have a concern for the fairness of the economic system, namely for the fact that
people should get what they deserve and effort rather than luck should determine
economic success.4 Similarly to the paper of Alesina and Angeletos (2005), also in
the recent work of Cervellati, Esteban, and Kranich (2006) the individual preferred
level of redistribution is not motivated by purely selfish concerns but also by a social
component; nevertheless multiple equilibria do not originate from different beliefs
but from different moral sentiments. Differently, in the work of Benabou and Tirole
(2006) multiple beliefs are possible because the agents find optimal to deliberately
bias their own perception of the truth so as to offset another bias which is imperfect
willpower.5
The first contribution of my analysis is to use part of the machinery of Benabou
and Tirole (2006) in order to answer to some specific policy questions: namely to
analyze how the informativeness of an economy does affect the voting on redistri-
bution, the choice of effort and the aggregate output. In the framework of Benabou
3In the model Piketty (1995), agents have imperfect information about the true return on effort versus
the role of predetermined factors and the experimentation of different levels of effort is costly. This
implies that the steady-state beliefs resulting from a bayesan learning process over an infinite horizon
do not necessarily have to be the correct ones. US- (Europe-) type equilibria characterized by the
widespread belief that effort plays a major (minor) role and by low (high) redistribution are possible
equilibria.
4They discuss two equilibria of the model: in a US-type equilibrium agents believe that effort more
than luck determines personal wealth, consequently they vote for low redistribution, incentives are
not distorted and the belief is self sustained. Conversely, in the Europe-type equilibrium agents be-
lieve that the economic system is not fair and factors as luck, birth, connections, rather than effort,
determine personal wealth, hence they vote for high taxes, thus distorting allocations andmaking the
believes self sustained.
5Using the words of Benabou and Tirole (2006),“The basic model works as follows. Because of im-
perfect willpower, people [...] strive to motivate themselves [...] toward effort and given this every
agent finds valuable to hold biased beliefs and to think that the return on effort is greater than the true
value, but this bias has a cognitive cost. [...] when people anticipate little redistribution, the value
of a proper motivation is much higher than with lower redistribution. Everyone thus has greater
incentives to believe in self-sufficiency, and consequently more voters finds optimal to hold to such
a world-view. Due to these complementarities between individuals ideological choices, there can be
two equilibria. A first, “American”equilibrium is characterized by a high prevalence of just-world
beliefs and relatively low redistribution. The other, “European”equilibrium is characterized by more
pessimism and a more extensive welfare state”(Benabou and Tirole (2006)).
4and Tirole (2006) the ideological choice is modeled as the choice to bias an infor-
mative signal about the true return on effort in a particular direction. A natural
extension of this analysis is to reinterpret the precision of the signal as the degree
of informativeness of the economy and to analyze the implications of different de-
grees of informativeness. This represents an important policy question as the degree
of incomplete information about the true return on effort is affected by factors like
education, propaganda or other policy variables. In order to derive precise compara-
tive statics I build a “neoclassical”variation of the framework of Benabou and Tirole
(2006). In my model agents are fully rational and they vote for redistribution based
on exclusively selfish concerns as in the standard framework of Meltzer and Richard
(1981). What is added to the standard framework is a simple way to introduce vary-
ing degrees of incomplete information about the true return on effort: agents do not
know the true value of the return on effort but receive an informative signal about
this value and they update their information conditioning on the signal in a Bayesan
way. Varying the precision of the signal means to vary the degree of incompleteness
of the information in the economy. This framework isolates the effect of incomplete
information, as “psychological biases”are not present in the model, and allows a
clear analysis of a number of interesting comparative statics. There is a strong link
between my object of analysis and those of the literature in growth and in optimal
taxation. To my knowledge, in such context, my work is the first attempt to analyze
the comparative statics of introducing varying degrees of incomplete information
about the return on effort.
The second contribution of my work is to obtain multiple politico-economic equi-
libria in a framework with standard preference and without psychological biases
and to offer a new interpretation for the US- vs Europe-type equilibria. In order to
do this I endogenize the level of precision of the signal analyzing the optimal ex-ante
precision for the economy. Given that each agent is ex-ante identical, the optimal
ex-ante precision can be interpreted as the prevailing degree of information in the
economy, no matter wether it is the choice of a benevolent planner, the result of a
collective choice as a voting outcome, or the choice of a generation beyond the veil
of ignorance for the next generation. I introduce the concept of politico-economic
equilibrium as the beliefs, the prevailing level of redistribution and optimal choices
of effort which result from the ex-ante optimal precision of the signal. I show that
ex-ante there are cases in which multiple optimal values of the signal’s precision,
and consequently multiple politico-economic equilibria, exist for the society. In the
5case in which multiple equilibria do exist, I find a US-type vs a Europe-type politico-
economic equilibrium as characterized by a relative (i) low informative signal and
high adverse selection – as individual beliefs and effort levels are pooling to sim-
ilar levels – (ii) low redistribution (iii) low moral hazard – as redistribution is low
and this does not distort individual effort much – (iv) high aggregate effort and out-
put. Conversely the Europe-type politico-economic equilibrium is interpreted as an
equilibrium characterized by a relative (i) high informative signal and low adverse
selection (ii) high redistribution (iii) high moral hazard – as redistribution is high
and this diminishes individual effort (iv) low aggregate effort and output. The in-
tuition is that multiple values of the signal’s precision are ex-ante optimal because
increasing the informativeness of the signal implies a trade off between the positive
effect of an increase in the precision of the signal – namely that more information
reduces the adverse selection as agents choose effort more optimally with respect to
the the true return on effort – and the negative effect – namely that more information
increases the prevailing tax rate and this creates a moral hazard effect which reduces
the aggregate (or ex-ante individual) output –.
With respect to the existence of multiple politico-economic equilibria, my paper
presents a methodological contribution as it shows that multiple equilibria can be
obtained without psychological biases. With respect to the interpretation of the mul-
tiple politico-economic equilibria, the contribution is to open the door to a differ-
ent interpretation based on the specific roles of adverse selection and moral hazard.
Some empirical evidence from the literature in education goes in the direction of the
prediction of my model. For example, Bishop (1996) shows how the American sec-
ondary schooling system is less informative than the European about the position
of a student in the national distribution of abilities. Moreover, my interpretation
of the society’s informativeness as the one which is ex-ante optimal for the society
could be interesting for the “Neo-marxist”-type of explanation of the differences be-
tween US and Europe, which is more common in the literature in political science.
A more modern and more symmetric version of this view can be found in the work
of Alesina and Glaeser (2004). The authors argue that just as American beliefs result
from indoctrination predominantly controlled by the wealthier classes, European
beliefs result from indoctrination predominantly controlled by Marxist-influenced
intellectuals. Alesina and Glaeser (2004) claim that the process of indoctrination has
been achieved through the choice of specific institutions and political systems. For
example they show how, in the American political history, factors like federalism,
6majority representation and segregation worked towards low cross-ethnic cohesion
and the already described beliefs. My analysis shows how certain beliefs can be
imposed in a society not only through the choice of particular institutions but also
through the choice of a certain level of information. Moreover, my analysis shows
that the prevailing informativeness can be actually maintained by the society as an
autonomous collective choice and not only as the result of a process of indoctrina-
tion. This because it can be the case that behind the veil of ignorance there is no gain
in changing to a different level of information. A deeper analysis of the interpreta-
tion of my results in relation to the educational and the institutional features of the
two societies goes beyond the scope of this paper; nevertheless it could constitute a
fertile ground for future research.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the set-up of the model.
Section 3 analyzes the voting problem and the relative outcome. Section 4 analyzes
the comparative statics considering the precision of the signal as an exogenous policy
variable. In section 5 I analyze the optimal ex-ante precision for the economy. In
section 6 I introduce the concept of politico-economic equilibrium and investigate
the possibility of existence of multiple equilibria. Section 7 analyzes the robustness
of the results and section 8 concludes.
2. SET UP
Consider an economy populated by a continuum of agents i ∈ [0, 1]. Each individ-
ual i produces a quantity yi of output with the following technology:
(1) yi = ki + θiei,
where ki is an observable endowment of resources, ei is the effort implemented by
agent i and θi is the return to effort or productivity. In this basic version of the model
I assume that the endowment is homogeneous across agents, i.e. ki = k for all i 6,
but I will later consider the possibility of heterogeneous endowments. I assume that
θi takes value θL for a fraction pi of the population and value θH for the remaining
fraction 1 − pi, with θL < θH . Agents have incomplete information: each agent i
cannot observe her own or other agents’ productivity but only receives a private
signal σi about the true value of θi. Also the signal σi is binary. If θi = θL (θ
i = θH),
σi takes values σL (σH) or σH (σL), respectively with probability λ and 1− λ. In other
6It will be clear that an homogeneous endowment does not play any role and without loss of gener-
ality I could set k = 0.
7words for each agent i the signal σi is independently distributed, it is truthful with
probability λ, false with probability 1−λ and the transition matrix which takes from
the true productivity to the signal is the following:
(2) T
([
σL
σH
] ∣∣∣ [θL, θH ]
)
=
(
λ 1− λ
1− λ λ
)
.
The structure of the economy – including the value of pi and matrix (2) – is com-
mon knowledge, the only incomplete information is about the true values of the θ’s.
Agents are fully rational and agent’s i belief of the true value of θi, conditional on
the observation of the private signal σi, is obtained by the Bayes Rule. I introduce
the following notation:
(3) µi ≡ Pr[θi = θL|σ
i],
(4) µσL ≡ (µ
i|σL) =
piλ
piλ+ (1− pi)(1− λ)
represents the probability that θi = θL conditional on the observation of σ
i = σL,
(5) µσH ≡ (µ
i|σH) =
pi(1− λ)
pi(1− λ) + λ(1− pi)
represents the probability that θi = θL conditional on the observation of σ
i = σH and
(6) θ(µi) ≡ µiθL + (1− µ
i)θH
represents the expected value of θi conditional on the observation of σi. It is natu-
ral to interpreter the value of λ as the degree of information in the economy. It is
straightforward that for λ = 0 and λ = 1 the signal is perfectly informative. Instead,
for λ = 1/2 the signal is completely uninformative and the posterior belief µi is equal
to the prior pi.
(7) pσL ≡ Pr[σ
i = σL] = λpi + (1− λ)(1− pi)
represents the ex-ante probability of observing σL,
(8) pσH ≡ Pr[σ
i = σH ] = λ(1− pi) + pi(1− λ) = 1− pσL
represents the probability of observing σH . Over-lined variables stand for average
values for the population, hence y¯ and e¯ are respectively the average, or aggregate,
8values of output and effort.
θ ≡ piθL + (1− pi)θH ,
θ2 ≡ piθ2L + (1− pi)θ
2
H ,
are respectively the average values of productivity and squared productivity. Agents
face a linear income tax/redistribution scheme which implies the following expres-
sion for individual consumption:
(9) ci = (1− τ)yi + τ y¯,
where τ is the tax rate which prevails in the political game with majority voting.
Throughout the analysis I consider the following individual utility function:
(10) ui(ci, ei) = ci −
a
2
(ei)
2.
I consider three periods t = {0, 1, 2} and the following timing. In period 0 each
agent only knows the values pi, λ and the structure of the game. In period 1 each
agent i receives the private signal σi, then votes over the tax rate τ and once that
the prevailing tax rate is revealed, each agent i chooses the effort level ei. In the
final period individual income yi is realized 7, agents get the net outcome of the
production activity plus a net transfer and enjoy consumption.
3. VOTERS’ PROBLEM
Plugging (1) and (9) into (10) I obtain the expression of the expected utility of agent
i at t:
(11) uit = E[(1− τ)(k + e
iθi) + τ(k + eθ)− a(ei)2/2|I it ],
where E[·|I it ] is individual i’s expectation conditional on the information at t, where
as explained in the previous section I i0 = T , I
i
1 = (T, σ
i) and eθ is the average eiθi
of the population. Solving backwards, each individual i maximizes (11) choosing
ei after that the winning tax rate τ is announced. Being (11) strictly concave in ei,
by solving the sufficient first order condition I find the optimal individual level of
effort:
(12) ei = (1− τ)θ(µi)/a.
7Therefore the agents get to know the true values of the θ′s.
9By backward induction, I can plug (12) into (11) and find the objective function that
imaximizes when voting for the tax rate. In order to do this, I specify the following
terms:
(13) E[eiθi|I i1] = (1− τ)
(
θ(µi)
)2
/a,
(14) E[(ei)2|I i1] =
(
1− τ
a
)2
θ(µi)2,
(15) eθ = (1− τ)Γ/a,
where
(16) Γ ≡ piθL (λθ(µσL) + (1− λ)θ(µσH))+
(1− pi)θH ((1− λ)θ(µσL) + λθ(µσH))
shows that a fraction pi (1−pi) of the agents have productivity θL (θH ) and that among
those a fraction λ chooses the optimal effort after the observation of σL (σH ), whereas
a fraction 1−λ chooses the optimal effort after the observation of σH (σL). Collecting
θ(µσL) and θ(µσH ) it is easy to re-write expression (16) as
(17) Γ = pσLθ(µσL)
2 + (1− pσL)θ(µσH )
2.
Plugging (13), (14) and (16) into (11), voter i’s problem follows:
(18) max
w.r.t τ
[
ki + (1− τ)2θ(µi)2/a+ τ(1− τ)Γ/a− (1− τ)2(µi)2/2a
]
.
Assuming for the moment that the second derivative of the objective function in (18)
is strictly negative, the preferred tax rate for agent i follows:
(19) τ(µi) = 1−
1
2− θ(µ
i)2
Γ
.
As explained by Benabou and Tirole (2006), the denominator of (19) shows how the
subjective prospects of upward mobility (POUM) reduce the desired tax rate.8
Assumption 1: 2θ2L > θ
2
H .
Proposition 1. Under Assumption 1 the individual preferences for taxation are single peaked
and (19) is the solution to (18).
8The term θ(µ
i)2
Γ represents POUM as it is the ratio of (13) over (16).
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Proof. The second derivative of the objective function in problem (18) is given by the
following expression:
d2ui1
dτ
=
−2Γ + θ(µ)2
a
.
The condition stated by Assumption 1 is sufficient for (20) to be strictly negative as
the maximum value that θ(µ)2 can take is θ2H and the minimum value that 2Γ can
take is 2θ2L. 
Labeling the prevailing tax rate as τ , I analyze the political outcome. There are two
groups of voters in the economy: those who observe σL and those who observe σH ,
respectively with preferred tax rates τ(µσL) and τ(µσH ). Given the majority voting
rule, if pσL > (<) 1/2, then τ = τ(µσL) (τ = τ(µσH )) is the prevailing tax rate in the
economy.9
4. COMPARATIVE STATICS
I analyze the effect of a change in the value of λ on the endogenous variables of
the model: prevailing tax rate, aggregate effort, aggregate output. This is an impor-
tant exercise in order to understand the effects of policies which change – directly
or indirectly – the level of information of an economy.10 In the following two lem-
mas I present two important intermediate results which are fundamental for the full
analysis of the comparative statics.
Lemma 1. Expression (6) is a continuous map in λ, where θ(µσL) and θ(µσH ) are (i) sym-
metric to each other with respect to λ = 1/2 and (ii) respectively decreasing and increasing
in λ.
Proof. Continuity follows immediately from expressions (4) and (5). Property (i)
(symmetry) is simply proved by noticing that θ(µσL) and θ(µσH ) are equal to each
other if in one of the two λ is replaced by 1− λ. Property (iii) (monotonicity) follows
immediately once that the respective first derivative with respect to λ is computed:
θ(µσL)λ ≡
dθ(µσL)
dλ
= −
pi(1− pi)(θH − θL)
(2piλ+ 1− λ− pi)2
< 0,
9Obviously when pσL = 1/2 the majority group is undetermined. Notice also that if λ = 1/2 the
signal is uninformative and µσL = µσH = pi – namely the prior is equal to the posterior – and every
agent prefers the same tax rate τ(µ), where µ = pi. From (19) it is immediate to notice that for µ = pi,
τ(µ) = 0 as for µσL = µσH = pi it is the case that θ(µ)
2 = Γ = θ2.
10For example policies based on education or policies based on propaganda.
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θ(µσH)λ ≡
dθ(µσH)
dλ
=
pi(1− pi)(θH − θL)
(2piλ− λ− pi)2
> 0.

It is easy to understand the intuition behind this result. Looking at the expression
of θ(µσL), it can be noticed that for λ = 0 the signal σL is perfectly informative and
θ(µσL) = θH . This because θ(µσL) is a weighted average of θL and θH and in the
case of λ = 0 all the weight is placed on θH . Increasing λ up to λ = 1/2 makes the
signal progressively less informative so that θ(µσL) decreases, as the weight placed
on θL increases
11. A further increase in λ up to λ = 1 progressively increases back
the informativeness of the signal, as it increases the weight placed on θL
12.
Lemma 2. Expression (16) is a continuous map in λ which is (i) symmetric with respect to
λ = 1/2, (ii) monotonically decreasing (increasing) for λ ∈ [0, 1/2] (λ ∈ [1/2, 1]).
Proof. The proof of (i) (symmetry) is immediate by looking at expression (17), notic-
ing property (i) of lemma 1 and the obvious fact that pσL is symmetric to 1− pσL . In
order to prove monotonicity, I compute the expression of the derivative of Γ with
respect to λ:
Γλ ≡
dΓ
dλ
=piθL
d
(
λθ(µiσL) + (1− λ)θ(µ
i
H)
dλ
+
(1− pi)θH
d
(
(1− λ)θ(µiσL) + λθ(µ
i
H)
)
dλ
=
piθL
(
−
pi(pi − 1)2(θH − θL)(2λ− 1)
(2piλ+ 1− λ− pi)2(2piλ− λ− pi)2
)
+
(1− pi)θH
(
−
pi2(pi − 1)(θH − θL)(2λ− 1)
(2piλ + 1− λ− pi)2(2piλ− λ− pi)2
)
=
pi2(1− pi)2(θH − θL)
2(2λ− 1)
(2piλ+ 1− λ− pi)2(2piλ− λ− pi)2
,
which is ≥ 0 if and only if λ ≥ 1/2. 
The intuition behind this result is very important. (16) is a measure of aggregate
output when effort is not diminished by taxation. Lemma 2 shows that when the
11Up to the point that θ(µσL) = θ¯ for λ = 1/2, i.e. when the signal is uninformative and the posterior
belief coincides with the prior belief.
12Up to the point that θ(µσL) = θL for λ = 1.
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incentive-distortive effect of taxation is not taken into account, increasing the infor-
mativeness of the signal has a positive effect on aggregate output as effort is chosen
more optimally given the true values of θL and θH .
I study the cases of pi > 1/2 and pi < 1/2 separately and I present the results of the
comparative statics.
Proposition 2. If pi > 1/2, τ is a continuous map in λ which is (i) symmetric with respect
to λ = 1/2 and (ii) monotonically decreasing (increasing) for λ ∈ [0, 1/2] (λ ∈ [1/2, 1]).
Proof. Once it is noticed that given pi > 1/2, pσL ≤ (≥) 1/2 for λ ∈ [0, 1/2] (λ ∈ [1/2, 1])
and therefore in expression (19) θ(µ) = θ(µσH ) (θ(µ) = θ(µσL)) for λ ∈ [0, 1/2] (λ ∈
[1/2, 1]), the proof follows in a straightforward way from lemmas 1 and 2. 
Notice that τ is then minimized for λ = 1/2, when τ = 0 and it is maximized for
λ = 0 and λ = 1, when τ = 1 − 1
2−(θ2
L
/θ2)
. Notice that for pi ∈ [0, 1), θ2L/θ
2 < 1 and
hence τ ∈ [0, 1).
It is also important to study the comparative statics which are relative to effort.
Using (12) I can define the optimal effort implemented by those who observe σL:
(20) e|σL ≡ (1− τ)θ(µσL)/a,
and by those who observe σH :
(21) e|σH ≡ (1− τ)θ(µσH )/a.
Notice that e|σL and e|σH are symmetric to each other as θ(µσL) and θ(µσH ) are sym-
metric to each other as exposed in Lemma 1. Multiplying by the respective weights
I obtain the expression of aggregate effort:
(22) e¯ = (1− τ)(pσLθ(µσL) + (1− pσL)θ(µσH ))/a,
where it is easy to compute that pσLθ(µσL) + (1 − pσL)θ(µσH) = θ. A proposition
follows:
Proposition 3. If pi > 1/2, expression (22) is a continuous map in λ which is (i) symmetric
with respect to λ = 1/2 and (ii) monotonically increasing (decreasing) for λ ∈ [0, 1/2]
(λ ∈ [1/2, 1]).
The proof follows trivially from proposition 2 and from the fact that θ is a constant.
e¯ is then maximized for λ = 1/2, with e¯ = θ and it is minimized for λ = 0 and λ = 1
with e¯ = θ
2θ
2θ2−θ2
L
. This is an important result as it shows that an uninformative signal
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maximizes the aggregate effort. This is because the only way in which the signal
enters in the expression of aggregate effort is through the tax rate. Once that this
effect on taxation is taken into account, the signal does not play any role on aggregate
effort as its effect on the two groups is exactly symmetric.
The effect of λ on e|σL and e|σH is instead partially ambiguous. In the case of
pi > 1/2, τ increases (decreases) in λ for λ ≥ 1/2 (λ ≤ 1/2) whereas θ(µσL) (θ(µσH ))
monotonically decreases (increases) in λ. The overall effect depends on how respon-
sive are τ and θ(µ) to λ. The only unambiguous path is that e|σL decreases in λ for
λ ≥ 1/2, as both (1− τ) and θ(µσL) decrease; and by symmetry that e|σH increases in
λ for λ ≤ 1/2, as both (1−τ) and θ(µσL) increase. I summarize this last point describ-
ing the comparative static of e|σL and therefore that of e|σH by symmetry. For λ = 0,
e|σL =
θ2θ2
H
2θ2−θ2
L
. For λ = 1/2, e|σL = θ
2
. Given different values of the parameters, e|σL
for λ = 0 can be greater or smaller than e|σL for λ = 1/2 and the path between the
two values does not have to be monotonic. e|σL decreases monotonically between
λ = 1/2 and λ = 1 and e|σL =
θ2θ2
L
2θ2−θ2
L
for λ = 1.
Plugging (15) into (1) I obtain the expression of aggregate output:
(23) y¯ = k + (1− τ)Γ/a.
Notice that for pi > 1/2 the effect of λ is not a-priori clear as given lemma 2 and
proposition 2, λ has opposite effects on (1− τ) and Γ.
Proposition 4. If pi > 1/2, expression (23) is a continuous map in λ which is
(i) symmetric with respect to λ = 1/2,
(ii) either monotonically decreasing or monotonically decreasing up to a point and then
monotonically increasing for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (obviously the behavior is symmetric for λ ∈
[0, 1/2]) 13 and
(iii) maximized for λ = 1/2.
The proof is in Appendix A.
This is a striking policy result: aggregate output is univocally maximized by a com-
pletely uninformative signal. Even if λ has opposite effects on (1−τ) and Γ, the effect
through the tax rate is stronger. The value of the aggregate output for λ = 1/2 is y¯ =
k+θ
2
/a, the value of the aggregate output for λ = 0 and λ = 1 is y¯ = k+ θ
2
2
a(2θ2−θ2
L
)
> 0.
13Hence in the non-monotonic case, (23) is quasi–convex in the separate sub-domains λ ∈ [0, 1/2] and
λ ∈ [1/2, 1].
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I analyze the case of pi < 1/2. The only difference with respect to the previous
case is that τ = τ(µσH ) for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] and τ = τ(µσL) for λ ∈ [0, 1/2]. Instead, the
expressions of τ , e¯, e|σL, e|σH , y¯ are still given by expressions (19), (22), (20), (21),
(23), so they are still symmetric with respect to λ = 1/2.
In this case the comparative statics of τ with respect to λ are generally non-monotonic.
To see this notice that in expression (19) both θ(µ) and Γ increase for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] and
so the overall effect of λ is not a-priori clear. Nevertheless it is possible to find some
properties:
Proposition 5. The tax rate is always negative and, if (2Γ∂θ(σH)
∂λ
) < θ(σH)
∂Γ
∂λ
, it is mono-
tonically decreasing (increasing) for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈ [0, 1/2]).
Proof. I consider the case of λ ∈ [1/2, 1], by symmetry it is sufficient to study this
case. It is useful to re-express (19) as
(24) τ =
Γ− θ(σH)
2
2Γ− θ(σH)2
.
Notice that the numerator of (24) is always negative because Γ = pσLθ(µσL)
2 + (1 −
pσL)θ(µσH )
2 < θ(µσH )
2 for λ ∈ [1/2, 1], as it is the case that θ(µσH) > θ(µσL). The de-
nominator is always positive under assumption 1. This proves the negativity of the
expression. To prove the monotonicity I notice that the first derivative of τ with re-
spect to λ is τλ =
θ(σH)
(
2Γ
∂θ(σH )
∂λ
−θ(σH)
∂Γ
∂λ
)
(2Γ2−θ(µσH ))
2 . Given lemmas 1 and 2, a sufficient condition
for τ to be monotonic decreasing is therefore that (2Γ∂θ(σH)
∂λ
) < θ(σH)
∂Γ
∂λ
. 
When τ decreases (increases) monotonically for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈ [0, 1/2]) it is
straightforward that expression (23), lemma 2 and proposition 5 imply that aggre-
gate output increases (decreases) monotonically for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈ [0, 1/2]). More-
over, given that the tax rate is always negative, then the aggregate output is always
greater than in the case of pi ≥ 1/2, even when τ does not have any monotonic be-
havior and therefore the behavior of the output does not have to be monotonic.
Aggregate effort still depends exclusively on the tax rate, therefore I conclude
that when τ decreases (increases) monotonically for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈ [0, 1/2]) it
is straightforward that expression (22) implies that aggregate effort increases (de-
creases) monotonically for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈ [0, 1/2]). Moreover, given that the tax
rate is always negative, then the aggregate effort is always greater than in the case
of pi ≥ 1/2, even when τ does not have any monotonic behavior and therefore the
behavior of the aggregate effort does not have to be monotonic.
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The effect of λ on e|σL and e|σH is instead partially ambiguous as in the case of
pi > 1/2 τ increases (decreases) in λ for λ ≥ 1/2 (λ ≤ 1/2) whereas θ(µσL) (θ(µσH ))
monotonically decreases (increases) in λ. The overall effect depends on how respon-
sive are τ and θ(µ) to λ. The only unambiguous path is that e|σL decreases in λ for
λ ≥ 1/2 as both (1− τ) and θ(µσL) decrease and that e|σH increases in λ for λ ≤ 1/2
as both (1− τ) and θ(µσL) increase. I summarize describing the comparative static of
e|σL and by symmetry that of e|σH . For λ = 0, e|σL =
θ2θ2
H
2θ2−θ2
L
. For λ = 1/2, e|σL = θ
2
.
Given different values of the parameters, e|σL for λ = 0 can be greater or smaller than
e|σL for λ = 1/2 and the path between the two values does not have to be monotonic.
e|σL decreases monotonically between λ = 1/2 and λ = 1 and e|σL =
θ2θ2
L
2θ2−θ2
L
for λ = 1.
In the case in which τ decreases (increases) monotonically for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈
[0, 1/2]), the only unambiguous paths is that e|σL decreases in λ for λ ≤ 1/2, as both
(1 − τ) and that θ(µσL) decrease; by symmetry, e|σH increases in λ for λ ≥ 1/2, as
both (1− τ) and θ(µσH ) increase. The effect of λ on e|σL and e|σH is instead partially
ambiguous, as τ increases (decreases) in λ for λ ≤ 1/2 (λ ≥ 1/2), whereas θ(µσL)
(θ(µσH )) monotonically decreases (increases) in λ. The overall effect depends on how
responsive are τ and θ(µ) to λ.
5. OPTIMAL INFORMATION
In the previous section I studied different comparative statics and the results offer
insights for policy questions such as which is the level of information which maxi-
mizes output or how does the level of information affect the prevailing the tax rate.
It is now a natural question to ask which is the level of information preferred by
agents.
Before analyzing the preferred value of λ for the society as a whole, I temporarily
depart from the set up assuming that each agent i at t = 0 can individually chose the
optimal precision λi of the signal to be observed at t = 1 by herself. In this case the
optimal value of λi would maximize the expected utility at t = 0 taking the choices
of the other agents as given. Notice that at t = 0 everyone is identical. In order to
compute the expression of the expected utility at period 0, I compute the following
terms:
(25) E[eiθi|I i0] = E[eθ|I
i
0] = E[eθ|I
i
1] = (1− τ)Γ/a,
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(26) E[(ei)2|I i0] =
(1− τ)2Γ
a
.
Plugging (25) and (26) into (11) I obtain the problem at t = 0:
(27) λi = arg max{(1− τ)(k¯ + (1− τ(λ))Γ(λi)/a)+
τ(λ)(k¯ + (1− τ(λ))Γ(λ)/a)− (1− τ(λ))2Γ(λi)/2a}.
As a single individual cannot influence the prevailing tax rate, this it taken as
given when the optimal λi is chosen. The problem has an easy solution because
λi only influences the object through Γ(λi). Therefore given lemma 2, the solution
which is a perfect informative signal, either λ = 0 or λ = 1. Going back to the basic
set-up, another question is more interesting: what is the optimal value of λ for the
society as a whole at t = 0? In other words I investigate whether someone behind
the veil of ignorance desires to leave in a world beyond or behind the veil.
Plugging (25) and (26) into (11) and rearranging I obtain the expected utility at
t = 0:
(28) ui0 = k + (1− τ
2)Γ/2a.
Notice that (28) is symmetric with respect to λ = 1/2 as both τ and Γ are symmetric
with respect to λ = 1/2. If an agent had to choose an optimal value of λ for the
society at t = 0, he would choose a value of λ which maximizes (28). The solution
of the problem is not a-priori trivial. In the case of pi < 1/2 it is possible that τ does
not have a monotonic behavior and this makes the effect of λ on (28) not clear. In
the case in which the condition for the monotonic property explained in proposition
(5) applies, then both (1 − τ 2) and Γ increase in λ for λ ∈ [1/2, 1]. Hence (28) is
maximized for λ = 0 or λ = 1, i.e. for a perfectly informative signal.
In the case of pi > 1/2, lemma 2 and proposition 2 show that λ has opposite effects
on (1 − τ 2) and Γ so the overall effect is not a-priori clear. Nevertheless I find an
interesting property:
Proposition 6. Given pi > 1/2, expression (28) is either monotonically decreasing or mono-
tonically decreasing up to a point and then monotonically increasing for λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (and
obviously the symmetric behavior applies for λ ∈ [0, 1/2]) 14.
14Hence in the non-monotonic case, (23) is quasi–convex in the sub-sets λ ∈ [0, 1/2] and λ ∈ [1/2, 1].
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Proof. (28) can be rewritten as k + (1 + τ)(1 − τ)Γ/2a. Notice that the derivative
of (1 − τ)Γ has already been studied in proposition (4). I rename (1 + τ) = a(λ)
and (1 − τ)Γ = b(λ), where a(λ) and b(λ) are functions of λ. I analyze the interval
λ ∈ [1/2, 1] and I compute d(a(λ)b(λ))
dλ
= da
dλ
b+ a db
dλ
. Notice that da
dλ
b < 0 and that a db
dλ
can
change sign and become positive at most once, hence the entire expression is either
always negative or it can change sign and become positive at most once. 
This result implies that in the case of pi > 1/2, the solution is either (λ = 1/2) or
(λ = 0, λ = 1). The result is interesting because it shows that the ex-ante optimal
level of information for the economy is either a completely uninformative signal
(λ = 1/2) or a completely informative signal (λ = 0 or λ = 1). In other words agents
either want to stay behind the veil of ignorance or to remove it completely.
6. POLITICO–ECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM
In this section I endogenize the value of λ. I use the concept introduced in the
previous section and I consider that the prevailing value of λ is the one which maxi-
mizes the ex-ante utility. Such value of the parameter λ could be implemented by a
benevolent planner, it could be a voting outcome or it could be the outcome of any
other collective choice. Being everyone ex-ante identical, as long as the optimal λ
is computed at t = 0, everyone chooses λ in order to maximize the same object. A
definition follows:
Definition 1. I define a Politico–Economic Equilibrium as a vector (λ, µσL, µσH , τ )
such that
(i) λ = arg max u0,
(ii) Beliefs µσL and µσH are respectively given by (4) and (5),
(iii) The prevailing tax rate τ is given by (19) where i is the median voter.
I analyze the case of pi > 1/2. The results of the previous section show that for
λ > 1/2 (λ < 1/2) τ increases (decreases), while Γ decreases (increases) in λ, therefore
the overall effect of λ on (28) is not a-priori clear. It is easy to construct numerical
examples of different comparative statics and it is easy to present an example in
which u0 has three global maxima for λ = 0, λ = 1/2, λ = 1.
15 In the case in which
the parameters of the model are changed and τ is made more (less) responsive to λ
15Plugging λ = 1/2 and λ = 1 in (28) it is straightforward to compute that the set of parameters such
that both λ = 1/2 and λ = 0, λ = 1 are optimal is given by those parameters such that 1−
(θ2−θ2
L
)2
(2θ2−θ2
L
)2
=
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FIGURE 1. Welfare for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
than Γ,16 the effect of τ (Γ) becomes dominant and therefore u0 is maximized when τ
(Γ) is minimized (maximized), namely for λ = 1/2 (λ = 0,λ = 1).
Example of Multiple Equilibria. Using Maple® I present an example of multiple
Politico-Economic Equilibria.
Consider pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 0.5, k = 0. I plug those values in (4), (5),
(7) (19), (16) and consequently those expressions in (28). I obtain a map of ui0 in λ,
which I plot in figure 1.
I verify that the function has three global maxima for λ = 0, λ = 1/2, λ = 1 with
value 1.25352. For λ = 0 and λ = 1, the signal is perfectly informative. For λ = 1/2
the signal is completely uninformative. Both perfect information and minimum in-
formation are ex-ante optimal for the society. In order to interpret the result I plot τ
and Γ in figures 2 and 3 respectively. As figure 2 shows, τ is maximized for λ = 0
and λ = 1 and it is minimized for λ = 1/2. As figure 3 shows, Γ is maximized for
λ = 0 and λ = 1 and it is minimized for λ = 1/2. Expressions (25) and (26) show
that Γmeasures aggregate output or aggregate squared effort, if optimal effort is not
diminished by τ . Expression (28) increases in Γ and decreases in τ . The uninforma-
tive equilibrium is characterized by a lower τ and an higher Γ than the informative
θ2, i.e. 2 pi θL
2 + 2 θLθH − 4 pi θLθH − 2 θH
2 + 2 θH
2pi =(
1−
(pi θL2+(1−pi)θH2−θL2)
2
(2pi θL2+2 (1−pi)θH2−θL2)
2
)(
pi θL
2 + (1− pi) θH
2
)
.
16This can be done increasing (decreasing) pi or increasing (decreasing) the difference between θH and
θL.
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FIGURE 2. τ for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
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FIGURE 3. Γ for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
equilibrium. The two effects work in opposite directions, hence the multiple equi-
libria. I can further interpret this result plotting the expressions of the effort exerted
by those who observe σL and σH , as functions of λ, in figures 4 and 5 respectively. I
also plot the expression of aggregate effort17 in figure 6. The expression of optimal
effort (12) shows that the greater is τ and the lower is the optimal effort, hence a
problem of moral hazard follows: the informative equilibrium is characterized by
17Namely the weighted sum of effort exerted by those who observe σL plus effort exerted by those
who observe σH with weights pσL and 1− pσL respectively.
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FIGURE 4. Effort given σL for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
a severe moral hazard problem as τ is at the maximum level. Instead, the uninfor-
mative equilibrium is characterized by a non severe moral hazard problem as τ is
at the minimum level. It is less immediate to notice an opposite effect of adverse
selection. Figures 4 and 5 show that the greater is the precision of the signal and
the more different is the level of effort exerted by the two groups. When the signal is
completely uninformative everyone chooses the same level of effort (pooling equilib-
rium), whereaswhen the signal is perfectly informative the highly productive choose
the maximum level of effort and the low productive choose the minimum value of
effort (separating equilibrium).18 Figure 6 shows that aggregate effort is maximized
at the uninformative equilibrium which is characterized by severe adverse selection
and no moral hazard.
I plot the expression of aggregate output (23) as a function of λ in figure 7 and this
shows that also aggregate output is maximized at the uninformative equilibrium.
The uninformative equilibrium can be interpreted as a US-type equilibrium. In
this equilibrium agents have wrong beliefs about the real return on effort. Both
groups of agents hold the same belief and exert the same effort (pooling equilib-
rium); in particular the low productive ones are biased towards optimism as they
believe to be more productive than what they truly are. The tax rate is at the mini-
mum level, aggregate effort and output are at the maximum level. The informative
equilibrium can be interpreted as a Europe-type equilibrium. In this equilibrium the
18Notice that when λ = 0 those that observe the signal σL are those with productivity θH and vicev-
ersa.
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FIGURE 5. Effort given σH for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
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FIGURE 6. Aggregate effort for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
two groups of agents have correct beliefs about the real return on effort. As the low
productive agents are the majority, their preferred tax rate is the prevailing in the
economy, hence the level of redistribution is higher than in the US-type equilibrium.
High redistribution and correct beliefs about the return on effort imply that the low
productive ones minimize the effort whereas the high productive ones maximize it
(separating equilibrium). This results in lower aggregate effort and aggregate output
than those at the uninformative equilibrium.
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FIGURE 7. Aggregate Output for pi = 0.761, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 1, k = 0.
7. INTERPRETATION AND GENERALIZATION OF THE RESULTS
The result of the last section does not have to be interpreted as stating that Eu-
ropeans are perfectly informed or that Americans are poorly informed. The first
consideration to be made is that it does not have to be the case that in the Europe-
type equilibrium the optimal value of λ is either 0 and 1 so that the signal is fully
informative; in Appendix B, taking into account the possibility of heterogeneous en-
dowments, I show that in both types of equilibria it is possible to have intermediate
optimal λ’s. The second consideration to be made is that the same results in terms
of multiple equilibria would follow with a different underlying true distribution of
the θ′s. For example, take a case in which the true distribution of the θ’s is very com-
plicated and all that agents know is only that with probability pi (1− pi) the average
value of θi is θL (θH). If the structure of the signal is still the one in (2), then the prob-
lem is the same – this can be seen from the fact that the expressions (6) and (16) do
not change – hence the same results apply. Or again the same results would apply in
the case of homogeneous returns and aggregate macroeconomic shocks: θi = θ for
all i and again all that agents know is that and with probability pi (1− pi) the average
value of θ is θL (θH ). The fact that the true distribution of the θ
′s can be unknown
shows that a more precise signal in the Europe-type equilibrium does not mean that
Europeans get to know the truth whereas Americans do not.
In order to interpret the result about the existence of multiple equilibria correctly
it is necessary to understand the key-driver of the result. Going back to expression
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(28), it is clear that the fact that there may be multiple optimal values of λ – and
therefore multiple equilibria – comes from the non-monotonic effect of λ on (1 −
τ 2)Γ. In particular the information structure in (2) implies lemma 2 and therefore
that the more precise is the signal λ and the greater is Γ. This consideration helps to
understand the following general result:
Theorem 1. Given the ex-ante objective function (28), if τ ∈ [0, 1] is part of a politico-
economic equilibrium, then the greater is τ and the greater is the precision of the signal in
the equilibrium.
Proof. In a politico-economic equilibrium, λ= arg max (1 − τ 2)Γ. Assume without
loss of generality that two different λ′s are part of a different equilibria with λ′ >
λ′′ > 1/2. Given lemma 2, this implies that Γ(λ′) > Γ(λ′′) and therefore that τ(λ′) >
τ(λ′′). 
The result shows that if multiple equilibria exist then it must be the case that ex-
ante there is a trade-off in increasing the precision of the signal: increasing the pre-
cision of the signal increases Γ, but increasing the precision of the signal can also
increase τ . Hence, when the effect of λ on the object (28) is non-monotonic, thenmul-
tiple equilibria are possible. In economic terms the trade-off is between the positive
effect of an increase in the precision of the signal, namely that more information re-
duces adverse selection as agents choose effort more optimally given their abilities,
and the negative effect, namely that more information can increase the prevailing
tax rate and this creates a moral hazard effect which reduces aggregate effort. Theo-
rem 1 shows that in the case of multiple equilibria, a US-(Europe-) type equilibrium
is relatively characterized by: (i) a less (more) informative signal and therefore (ii)
less (more) separated beliefs and individual levels of effort implemented, (iii) lower
(higher) redistribution and therefore (iv) higher (lower) aggregate effort and output.
In other words, the result states that the case of multiple equilibria is a case in which
an economy relatively characterized by more adverse selection and less moral haz-
ard is ex-ante equally optimal to another one characterized by less adverse selection
and more moral hazard. This result is general and robust. It does not depend on
the heterogeneity of endowments19 or on the underlying distribution of the abilities
19As it is shown in appendix B, with heterogenous endowments technical difficulties arise because
changing the level of information changes the identity of the median voter, different voters prefer
different tax rates given different endowments and hence the comparative statics are generally dis-
continuous. Nevertheless the ex-ante optimal λ still has to maximize the object (28) and therefore
theorem 1 still applies.
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because those feature do not change the ex-ante problem. Even if the the set up of
the model does not allow further generalizations, it can be conjectured that given
that what drives the possible ex-ante optimality of different level of information is
the trade off between more hazard effect and adverse selection, then the same mul-
tiple equilibria could in principle exist also in a different set-up with concave utility
in wealth20, or with a completely different information structure21.
8. CONCLUSION
The aim of the paper is to provide a simple theoretical model to analyze the role of
incomplete information in the determination of heterogeneous beliefs and different
politico-economic equilibria.
Different comparative statics can be studied with this model and the results can
be used in order to find the optimal level of information for different objectives as
the maximization of aggregate output or of aggregate welfare.
The theoretical model presented in the paper interprets the US-type vs the Europe-
type politico-economic equilibrium as characterized by relative (i) high adverse se-
lection – individual beliefs and effort levels are pooling to similar levels despite un-
derlying heterogeneity in the true distribution of the return on effort and this creates
inefficiencies – (ii) low redistribution (iii) low moral hazard – redistribution is low
and this does not distort individual effort much (iv) high aggregate effort and out-
put. Conversely the Europe-type politico-economic equilibrium is interpreted as an
equilibrium characterized by relative (i) low adverse selection (ii) high redistribution
(iii) high moral hazard – taxation is high and this diminish individual effort (iv) low
aggregate effort and output. The two equilibria are both ex ante optimal. This result
is robust to variations of the basic framework.
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
The symmetry follows trivially from the symmetry of Γ and τ , respectively proved
in lemma 2 and proposition 2. Given the symmetry of y¯ it is enough to study the
quasi-convexity in the interval λ ∈ [1/2, 1]. It is useful to plug (19) into (23) and
re-express this as
(29) k +
Γ2
a(2Γ− θ(µ)2)
,
where, given that λ ∈ [1/2, 1], θ(µ) = θ(µσL). I compute the first derivative of this
expression with respect to λ:
(30)
2Γ2 ∂Γ
∂λ
− 2θ(µσL)
2Γ∂Γ
∂λ
+ 2θ(µσL)Γ
2 ∂θ(µσL )
∂λ
a2 (2Γ− θ(µσL)
2)2
where
∂θ(µσL)
∂λ
= − pi(1−pi)(θH−θL)
(piλ+(1−λ)(1−pi))2
≤ 0
∂Γ
∂λ
= pi
2(1−pi)2(2λ−1)(θH−θL)
2
(piλ+(1−pi)(1−λ))2(pi(λ−1)+λ(pi−1))2
≥ 0.
(31)
The denominator of (30) is positive, so the sign of the numerator determines the
sign of the entire expression. I can divide the numerator by 2Γ which is a positive
quantity and the numerator reduces to
(32) (Γ− θ(µσL)
2)
∂Γ
∂λ
+ θ(µσL)Γ
∂θ(µσL)
∂λ
.
The value of this last expression for λ = 1/2 is −4pi(1− pi)(θH − θL)(piθL + (1− pi)θH)
which is negative, hence I conclude that (30) is negative for λ = 1/2. I compute the
second derivative of (32):
(33) (Γ− θ(µσL)
2)d2Γ + (dΓ)2 − θ(µσL)dθ(µσL)dΓ + Γ(dθ(µσL))
2 + θ(µσL)Γd
2θ(µσL),
where
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∂2θ(µσL)
(∂λ)2
= 2pi(1−pi)(2pi−1)(θH−θL)
(piλ+(1−pi)(1−λ))3
≥ 0
∂2Γ
(∂λ)2
= 2pi
2(1−pi)2(θH−θL)
2(1+12piλ(1−λ)(1−pi)−3pi(1−pi)−3λ(1−λ))
(piλ+(1−pi)(1−λ))3(pi(λ−1)+λ(pi−1))3
.
(34)
Notice that ∂
2Γ
(∂λ)2
is positive as it can be proved that (1+12piλ(1−λ)(1−pi)−3pi(1−
pi)−3λ(1−λ)) is strictly positive. To see this, compute the first derivative with respect
to λwhich is equal to 3(2pi− 1)2(2λ− 1) and so positive in the interval of pi ∈ (1/2, 1]
which it is considered. Therefore the expression increases in λ; it is immediate that
it is equal to zero for the smallest value of λ in the interval which is considered, i.e.
λ = 1/2, for any value of pi, therefore it is positive for all λ ∈ (1/2, 1].
Given the signs of dθ(µσL), d
2θ(µσL), dΓ, d
2Γ and the fact that Γ− θ(µσL) is positive
in the range considered, (32) is strictly positive and therefore (30) can change sign at
most once in the range λ ∈ [1/2, 1]. Therefore in the range λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (30) is either
always negative or negative up to a point and then always positive, this implies the
quasi-convexity.
The quasi-convexity implies that in the range λ ∈ [1/2, 1], the maximum must
be either for λ = 1/2 or for λ = 1. The value of the aggregate output for λ = 1/2 is
y¯ = k+θ
2
/a, the value of the aggregate output for λ = 0 and λ = 1 is y¯ = k+ θ
2
2
a(2θ2−θ2
L
)
.
For the output to be greater at λ = 1/2 than λ = 1, the condition to be satisfied is the
following:
(piθL + (1− pi)θH)
2(2piθ2L + 2(1− pi)θ
2
H − θ
2
L)− (piθ
2
L + (1− pi)θ
2
H)
2 ≥ 0
(35)
i.e.
(36) (θL − θH) (−1 + pi)
(
−2 θH
2pi2θL + 2 θH
3pi2 − 2 θHpi
2θL
2+
2 pi2θL
3 − 3 θH
3pi + pi θLθH
2 + 2 θHpi θL
2 + θH
3 + θLθH
2
)
≥ 0
Observe that
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(37) − 2 θH
2pi2θL + 2 θH
3pi2 − 2 θHpi
2θL
22 pi2θL
3 − 3 θH
3pi + pi θLθH
2+
2 θHpi θL
2 + θH
3 + θLθH
2 =
(38) 2 pi2θL
3 + 2 pi(1 − pi)θHθL
2 +
(
−2 pi2 + pi + 1
)
θH
2θL +
(
2 pi2 + 1− 3 pi
)
θH
3
Observe that
(39)
(
−2 pi2 + pi + 1
)
θH
2θL +
(
2 pi2 + 1− 3 pi
)
θH
3 =
(1− pi)θ2H(2piθL − 2piθH + θL + θH).
Hence, after a factorization condition (35) can be rewritten as
(40) (θL − θH) (−1 + pi)
(
2 pi2θL
3 + 2 pi(1− pi)θHθL
2+
(1− pi)θ2H(2piθL − 2piθH + θL + θH
)
,
which is positive. Notice that 2piθL−2piθH + θL+ θH ≥ 0 IFF
2θL
2pi−1
≥ θH−θL,which
is always verified in the case pi ≥ 1/2which I am considering.
This proves that condition (35) is satisfied.
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APPENDIX B. ANALYSIS WITH WITH HETEROGENOUS ENDOWMENTS
In this section I explore the possibility of heterogeneous endowments as I assume
that ki takes value kL for a fraction α of the population and value kH for the remain-
ing fraction 1 − α, with kL < kH , and that θ
i takes value θL for a fraction pi of the
population and value θH for the remaining fraction 1 − pi, with θL < θH . The two
distributions are independent. This last assumption and the low of large numbers
which applies to this large economy together imply that (θi, ki) = (θL, kL) for a frac-
tion piα, (θi, ki) = (θH , kL) for a fraction (1 − pi)α, (θ
i, ki) = (θL, kH) for a fraction
pi(1 − α) and (θi, ki) = (θH , kH) for a fraction (1 − pi)(1 − α) of the population. The
new expression for the optimal tax rate preferred by agent i follows:
(41) τ(ki, µi) = 1−
1 + a(k
i
−k¯)
Γ
2− θ(µ
i)2
Γ
.
As explained by Benabou and Tirole (2006), the numerator of (41) indicates that a
lower relative endowment (ki − k¯) naturally increases the desired tax rate and that
whether progressive or regressive, such distributive goals must be traded off against
distortions to the effort-elastic component of the tax base (moral hazard problem).
The tuple (ki, µi) identifies the preferred tax rate by voter i and given α, pi and
λ, there are four groups of voters in the economy. If α ∈ (1/2, 1]
(
α ∈ [0, 1/2)
)
the
majority of the agents has an endowment ki = kL
(
ki = kH
)
. If pσL > 1/2
(
pσL < 1/2
)
,
the majority of the agents holds a belief µσL
(
µσH
)
at t = 1.
Voting Outcome with Heterogenous Endowments.
Case 1: α ≥ 1/2, pi ≥ 1/2, λ ≥ 1/2.
λ ≥ 1/2 implies that µσH ≥ µσL and therefore the following ranking of preferred
tax rates: τ(kH , µσH) ≤ min{τ(kH , µσL), τ(kL, µσH)} ≤ max{τ(kH , µσL), τ(kL, µσH )} ≤
τ(kL, µσL).
22 α ≥ 1/2 implies that the majority of the agents has ki = kL. λ ≥ 1/2 and
pi ≥ 1/2 together imply that pσL ≥ 1/2. There are two possible sub-cases.
Case 1.1: αpσL > 1/2. The pivotal group is the one who prefers τ(kL, µσL); this
because more than half of the population belongs to this group.
Case 1.2: αpσL < 1/2. If τ(kL, µσH ) > τ(kH , µσL) then the pivotal group is the one
who prefers τ(kL, µσH), this because the ranking implies that the group with τ(kL, ·)
22This because τ(k, µ)monotonically decreases in both k and µ.
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includes the median voter but this does not belong to the group with τ(kL, µσL). If
τ(kH , µσL) > τ(kL, µσH) then the pivotal group is the one who prefers τ(kH , µσL), this
because the ranking implies that the group with τ(·, µσL) includes the median voter
but this does not belong to the group with τ(kL, µσL).
Case 2: α ≥ 1/2, pi ≥ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2. λ ≤ 1/2 implies µσL ≥ µσH and therefore the
following ranking of preferred tax rates: τ(kH , µσL) ≤ min{τ(kH , µσH ), τ(kL, µσL)} ≤
max{τ(kH , µσH ), τ(kL, µσL)} ≤ τ(kL, µσH). α ≥ 1/2 implies that the majority of the
agents has an endowment ki = kL and pi ≥ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2 imply that pσL ≤ 1/2, hence
pσH ≥ 1/2. Two possible sub-cases follow.
Case 2.1: αpσH > 1/2. It is immediate that the pivotal group is the one who prefers
τ(kL, µσH ); this because more than half of the population belongs to this group.
Case 2.2: αpσH < 1/2. If τ(kL, µσL) > τ(kH , µσH) then the pivotal group is the one
who prefers τ(kL, µσL), whereas if τ(kH , µσH) > τ(kL, µσL) then the pivotal group is
the one who prefers τ(kH , µσH ).
Case 3: α ≥ 1/2, pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≥ 1/2. λ ≥ 1/2 implies µσH ≥ µσL and therefore the
ranking of preferred tax rates is the same as in Case 1. pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≥ 1/2 imply that
pσL ≤ 1/2, therefore αpσL > 1/2 is never verified and hence Case 1.1 is never verified.
Therefore Case 3 has the same outcome of Case 1.2.
Case 4: α ≥ 1/2, pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2. λ ≤ 1/2 implies µσH ≤ µσL and therefore
the ranking of preferred tax rates is the same as in Case 2. pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2 imply
that pσH ≤ 1/2, therefore αpσH > 1/2 is never verified and hence Case 2.1 is never
verified. Therefore Case 4 has the same outcome of Case 2.2.
Case 5: α ≤ 1/2, pi ≥ 1/2, λ ≥ 1/2.
λ ≥ 1/2 implies that µσH ≥ µσL and therefore the following ranking of preferred
tax rates: τ(kH , µσH) ≤ min{τ(kH , µσL), τ(kL, µσH)} ≤ max{τ(kH , µσL), τ(kL, µσH )} ≤
τ(kL, µσL).
23 α ≤ 1/2 implies that the majority of the agents has ki = kH . λ ≥ 1/2 and
pi ≥ 1/2 together imply that pσL ≥ 1/2. There are two possible sub-cases.
23This because τ(k, µ)monotonically decreases in both k and µ.
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Case 5.1: (1 − α)pσL > 1/2. The pivotal group is the one who prefers τ(kH , µσL);
this because more than half of the population belongs to this group.
Case 5.2: (1− α)pσL < 1/2. If τ(kL, µσH) > τ(kH , µσL) then the pivotal group is the
one who prefers τ(kH , µσL)whereas if τ(kH , µσL) > τ(kL, µσH) then the pivotal group
is the one who prefers τ(kL, µσH ).
Case 6: α ≤ 1/2, pi ≥ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2. λ ≤ 1/2 implies µσL ≥ µσH and therefore the
following ranking of preferred tax rates: τ(kH , µσL) ≤ min{τ(kH , µσH ), τ(kL, µσL)} ≤
max{τ(kH , µσH ), τ(kL, µσL)} ≤ τ(kL, µσH). α ≤ 1/2 implies that the majority of the
agents has an endowment ki = kH and pi ≥ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2 imply that pσL ≤ 1/2, hence
pσH ≥ 1/2. Two possible sub-cases follow.
Case 6.1: (1 − α)pσH > 1/2. It is immediate that the pivotal group is the one who
prefers τ(kH , µσH), because more than half of the population belongs to this group.
Case 6.2: (1 − α)pσH < 1/2. If τ(kL, µσL) > τ(kH , µσH ) then the pivotal group is
the one who prefers τ(kH , µσH ), whereas if τ(kH , µσH ) > τ(kL, µσL) then the pivotal
group is still the one who prefers τ(kH , µσH), this because agents with τ(,˙µσH ) are the
more than half of the population but given that (1−α)pσH < 1/2 those with preferred
tax equal to τ(kL, µσH) cannot include the median voter.
Case 7: α ≤ 1/2, pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≥ 1/2. λ ≥ 1/2 implies µσH ≥ µσL and therefore the
ranking of preferred tax rates is the same as in Case 5. pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≥ 1/2 imply that
pσL ≤ 1/2, therefore (1 − α)pσL > 1/2 is never verified and hence Case 5.1 is never
verified. Therefore Case 7 has the same outcome as case 5.2.
Case 8: α ≥ 1/2, pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2. λ ≤ 1/2 implies µσH ≤ µσL and therefore the
ranking of preferred tax rates is the same as in Case 6. pi ≤ 1/2, λ ≤ 1/2 imply that
pσH ≤ 1/2, therefore (1 − α)pσH > 1/2 is never verified and hence Case 6.1 is never
verified. Therefore Case 8 has the same outcome as case 6.2.
Example of Discontinuous Comparative Statics. I explore how a change in the
value of λ does affect the prevailing tax rate in the economy. Referring to the cases
explored in the previous section, I start by looking at Case 1.1., i.e. α ≥ 1/2, pi ≥
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1/2, λ ≥ 1/2, αpσL > 1/2. The pivotal tax rate is τ(kL, µσL). If λ increases the pivotal
tax rate remains τ(kL, µσL) and it goes to τ(kL, θL) for λ = 1. If λ decreases it is certain
that there will be a λ∗ ∈ (1/2, 1) small enough such that the condition αpσL > 1/2
is not satisfied. This because for λ = 1/2 the condition is not satisfied and therefore
for the continuity of αpσL in λ there will be a value λ
∗ arbitrarily close to λ = 1/2
(the greater is α the smaller is λ∗) such that the condition does not hold. For this λ∗,
either τ(kL, µσH) or τ(kH , µσL) becomes pivotal and hence the pivotal tax rate jumps
downwards.
Example of Continuous Comparative Statics. If the condition αpσL > 1/2 does not
hold, then the pivotal tax rate is τ(kL, µσH ) for λ ∈ [1/2, 1], i.e. Case 1.2, and τ(kL, µσL)
for λ ∈ [0, 1/2], i.e. Case 2.2. This implies that the prevailing tax rate is still symmetric
with respect to λ = 1/2. For λ ∈ [1/2, 1] (λ ∈ [0, 1/2]), the prevailing tax rate decreases
(increases) monotonically from θ
2
(θ2L) to θ
2
L (θ
2
) and therefore in this case τ(λ) is a
quasi-concave function. I have thus shown that if it does not exist a λ∗ such that
αpσL(λ
∗) > 1/2 then τ is a quasi-concave symmetric function of λ.
Example of Multiple Equilibria with discontinuous comparative statics. In the
case of heterogenous endowments the ex-ante objective function is still given by
(28), where k = k¯ = αkL+(1−)kH . Consider α = 0.8, pi = 0.7, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 8,
kL = 1, kH = 1.812. pi = 0.7, θL = 1, θH = 1.5 imply pσL = 0.4λ+0.3. If there is a value
λ∗ such that α(0.4λ∗ + 0.3) > 1/2, then λ∗ is point of discontinuity for τ(λ) as shown
in the example of discontinuous comparative statics. For such a λ∗ to exist it must
be that 0.7α > 1/2, i.e. α > 5/7. I take the case of α = 0.8, which implies λ∗ ≃ 0.81.
I analyze the object ui0 as a function of λ. It can be computed that u
i
0 is maximized
and equal to 1.63128 for both λ = 0.81 and λ = 1, hence the multiple equilibria. This
example shows that heterogeneous endowments imply that intermediate values of
λ can be optimal. I plot ui0, τ , Γ and the optimal values of individual and aggregate
effort in figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
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FIGURE 8. Welfare for pi = 0.7, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 8, kL = 1, kH = 1.812.
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FIGURE 9. Aggregate Output for pi = 0.7, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 8,
kL = 1, kH = 1.812.
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Effort after L
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FIGURE 10. Effort after the observation of σL for pi = 0.7, θL = 1, θH =
1.5, a = 8, kL = 1, kH = 1.812.
Effort after H
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FIGURE 11. Effort after the observation of σH for pi = 0.7, θL = 1,
θH = 1.5, a = 8, kL = 1, kH = 1.812.
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Aggregate Effort
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FIGURE 12. Aggregate effort for pi = 0.7, θL = 1, θH = 1.5, a = 8,
kL = 1, kH = 1.812.
